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 Could you believe the impossible? What if time Could you believe the impossible? What if time
travel is actually possible? Alex Charles is antravel is actually possible? Alex Charles is an
intelligent, level-headed, high school graduate. Herintelligent, level-headed, high school graduate. Her
parents had died in an unexpected horrific accident,parents had died in an unexpected horrific accident,
when she was just 16. Friends, parties, and anwhen she was just 16. Friends, parties, and an
unknown destiny are part of normal everyday life;unknown destiny are part of normal everyday life;
but then again, she wasn't any average girl. Enterbut then again, she wasn't any average girl. Enter
the proverbial long-lost-uncle, Joseph Graham.the proverbial long-lost-uncle, Joseph Graham.
Warm hearted, smart, handsome, but veryWarm hearted, smart, handsome, but very
mysterious due to one reoccurring issue... he ismysterious due to one reoccurring issue... he is
running out of time. What exactly is the "familyrunning out of time. What exactly is the "family
business" that her mother kept secret all thesebusiness" that her mother kept secret all these
years?years?
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Robot Warriors (Robozones)Robot Warriors (Robozones)

 Intended for ages 9-12, Robot Warriors examines Intended for ages 9-12, Robot Warriors examines
the use of robots in battle as well as in otherthe use of robots in battle as well as in other
dangerous, life-threatening jobs. Also explored aredangerous, life-threatening jobs. Also explored are
machines with more peaceful jobs, such as robotsmachines with more peaceful jobs, such as robots
that stand duty as police guards, bomb disposalthat stand duty as police guards, bomb disposal
crews, and anti-terrorist sentries.crews, and anti-terrorist sentries.

Writing Fantasy and Science Fiction (TeachWriting Fantasy and Science Fiction (Teach
Yourself: writer's library)Yourself: writer's library)

 Written by a science fiction author, this guide Written by a science fiction author, this guide
provides advice for readers on how to write for theprovides advice for readers on how to write for the
genre. The craft of writing novels which stretch thegenre. The craft of writing novels which stretch the
imagination is explored.imagination is explored.

The Logic Of Failure: Recognizing And AvoidingThe Logic Of Failure: Recognizing And Avoiding
Error In Complex SituationsError In Complex Situations

 Why do we make mistakes? Are there certain Why do we make mistakes? Are there certain
errors common to failure, whether in a complexerrors common to failure, whether in a complex
enterprise or daily life? In this truly indispensableenterprise or daily life? In this truly indispensable
book, Dietrich Dörner identifies what he calls thebook, Dietrich Dörner identifies what he calls the
&#147;logic of failure”&#151;certain tendencies in&#147;logic of failure”&#151;certain tendencies in
our patterns of thought that, while appropour patterns of thought that, while approp

The Battle of Midway: The Naval Institute GuideThe Battle of Midway: The Naval Institute Guide
to the U.S. Navy's Greatest Victoryto the U.S. Navy's Greatest Victory

 The Battle of Midway, commemorated annually in The Battle of Midway, commemorated annually in
the U.S. Navy, warrants close attention. This Navalthe U.S. Navy, warrants close attention. This Naval
Institute guide includes some of the most vibrantInstitute guide includes some of the most vibrant
and informed accounts by individuals who fought onand informed accounts by individuals who fought on
both sides of the June 1942 battle. The anthologyboth sides of the June 1942 battle. The anthology
pulls together memoirs, articles, excerpts from opulls together memoirs, articles, excerpts from o

Alex Charles: The Evening Oak google books Alex Charles: The Evening Oak free online Alex Charles:Alex Charles: The Evening Oak google books Alex Charles: The Evening Oak free online Alex Charles:
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What others say about this ebook:What others say about this ebook:

Review 1:Review 1:
The book, Alex Charles: The Evening Oakby Kim Reynolds is just great! Just recievd this book inThe book, Alex Charles: The Evening Oakby Kim Reynolds is just great! Just recievd this book in
the mail today. I could not stop reading. Yes, I finished it-it had me hooked on the first chapter.the mail today. I could not stop reading. Yes, I finished it-it had me hooked on the first chapter.
There is a twist in the book I was not expecting. I thought the book was about a girl named AlexThere is a twist in the book I was not expecting. I thought the book was about a girl named Alex
Charles. It was, in a way. The book made a turn & took me into her uncles world of his soul mate,Charles. It was, in a way. The book made a turn & took me into her uncles world of his soul mate,
and true love. I do hope the author, kim Reynolds comes back with another book continuing withand true love. I do hope the author, kim Reynolds comes back with another book continuing with
what happens to Alex on her first adventure when she goes back in time! It's a MUST!what happens to Alex on her first adventure when she goes back in time! It's a MUST!

 Review 2: Review 2:
I love books about time travel. Even more, I love books about time travel that are writtenI love books about time travel. Even more, I love books about time travel that are written
extremely well. Alex Charles: The Evening Oak is most definitely one of those books! I lovedextremely well. Alex Charles: The Evening Oak is most definitely one of those books! I loved
learning about the oh, so serious Alex, her fun-loving uncle, and the secret family business thatlearning about the oh, so serious Alex, her fun-loving uncle, and the secret family business that
up until recently, Alex had no idea even existed.up until recently, Alex had no idea even existed.

I love the main character Alex! She is a girl you feel for right from the beginning. We meet AlexI love the main character Alex! She is a girl you feel for right from the beginning. We meet Alex
during a very tough time in her life. She is still dealing with the emotional turmoil of losing bothduring a very tough time in her life. She is still dealing with the emotional turmoil of losing both
of her parents less than two years ago. On top of that she must deal with the fact that graduationof her parents less than two years ago. On top of that she must deal with the fact that graduation
has come and gone and she still has no direction in mind for her future. She spends her dayshas come and gone and she still has no direction in mind for her future. She spends her days
trying to relax with her great group of friends but feels herself slowly losing grips on what shetrying to relax with her great group of friends but feels herself slowly losing grips on what she
wants out of life. Up until this point the only "family" she had was her neighbor AND guardianwants out of life. Up until this point the only "family" she had was her neighbor AND guardian
Lilly and her close-knit group of friends. A strange call from a man changes all of this though!Lilly and her close-knit group of friends. A strange call from a man changes all of this though!
The man that calls Alex claiming that he is "running out of time" is in fact her long-lost uncle.The man that calls Alex claiming that he is "running out of time" is in fact her long-lost uncle.
After debating with herself over it, Alex decides that it would be beneficial to meet him. Soon sheAfter debating with herself over it, Alex decides that it would be beneficial to meet him. Soon she
is swept up in all of the possibilities that her Uncle Joe offers her.is swept up in all of the possibilities that her Uncle Joe offers her.

Alex and Joe together are like the two greatest characters you could imagine. Alex is thisAlex and Joe together are like the two greatest characters you could imagine. Alex is this
serious, always thinking type of character. Her mind is constantly racing with questions andserious, always thinking type of character. Her mind is constantly racing with questions and
possible answers. She is lonely, scared, and wants nothing more than to feel at home. Joe ispossible answers. She is lonely, scared, and wants nothing more than to feel at home. Joe is
quite the opposite. I loved learning all about him right along with Alex! He is charming, easy-quite the opposite. I loved learning all about him right along with Alex! He is charming, easy-
going, charismatic, but most importantly he offers Alex something she has gone a long timegoing, charismatic, but most importantly he offers Alex something she has gone a long time
without and that is a strong family connection. These two gave each other so much that my heartwithout and that is a strong family connection. These two gave each other so much that my heart
just about melted! I love that Alex was able to find such happiness with her family again!just about melted! I love that Alex was able to find such happiness with her family again!

The way that time traveling was introduced in this book was phenomenal and so extremelyThe way that time traveling was introduced in this book was phenomenal and so extremely
unique. The gift to time travel is hereditary. If you are a member of the Graham family (Alex'sunique. The gift to time travel is hereditary. If you are a member of the Graham family (Alex's
mom was a Graham), you possess the ability to travel back in time. Once you marry, your spousemom was a Graham), you possess the ability to travel back in time. Once you marry, your spouse
and then all of your children inherit that ability. The point of time travel in this particular novel isand then all of your children inherit that ability. The point of time travel in this particular novel is
to choose a certain person, situation, or problem and go back in time and fix it. If someone dies ato choose a certain person, situation, or problem and go back in time and fix it. If someone dies a
horrible, terrible death then members of the Graham family can go back in time and attempt tohorrible, terrible death then members of the Graham family can go back in time and attempt to
stop it from happening. Throughout their lifetime they have a total of 7 time travel jumps. Oncestop it from happening. Throughout their lifetime they have a total of 7 time travel jumps. Once
they travel back in time for the 7th time, they will stay in that time period and carry out their lives.they travel back in time for the 7th time, they will stay in that time period and carry out their lives.
I just found this whole concept to be a breath of fresh air; there is an actual point to time travel inI just found this whole concept to be a breath of fresh air; there is an actual point to time travel in
this novel!this novel!

This book is really about two separate stories; the first is Alex's account of learning about herThis book is really about two separate stories; the first is Alex's account of learning about her
uncle and the time traveling business she is supposed to carry on with. The second story weuncle and the time traveling business she is supposed to carry on with. The second story we
learn about is of Joe's very first time traveling experience. We get to learn about Joe's first lovelearn about is of Joe's very first time traveling experience. We get to learn about Joe's first love
and why they could not stay together. It was heart-breaking and beautiful at the same time but Iand why they could not stay together. It was heart-breaking and beautiful at the same time but I
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have a feeling this will not be the last time we hear about Joe and his long-lost Laura Chestnut.have a feeling this will not be the last time we hear about Joe and his long-lost Laura Chestnut.

I love this book and I am already half-way through the second in the series. Kimberly does such aI love this book and I am already half-way through the second in the series. Kimberly does such a
wonderful job of mixing romance, family, history, and time travel all together in this one-of-a-kindwonderful job of mixing romance, family, history, and time travel all together in this one-of-a-kind
book!book!

 Review 3: Review 3:
I have been really interested in time-travel novels for a while now. I think my love for themI have been really interested in time-travel novels for a while now. I think my love for them
materialized when I read Kindred by Octavia E. Butler, and it's continued to be well fed throughmaterialized when I read Kindred by Octavia E. Butler, and it's continued to be well fed through
other great novels such as The Time Traveler's Wife (Niffenegger) and Always a Witchother great novels such as The Time Traveler's Wife (Niffenegger) and Always a Witch
(MacCullough). There is just something about time travel that fascinates me, and I must say that(MacCullough). There is just something about time travel that fascinates me, and I must say that
Alex Charles: The Evening Oak didn't disappoint. It is obvious that Reynolds poured a lot of loveAlex Charles: The Evening Oak didn't disappoint. It is obvious that Reynolds poured a lot of love
and care into both her research for, and writing of, this novel, and her descriptions of life andand care into both her research for, and writing of, this novel, and her descriptions of life and
times during the civil war is phenomenal.times during the civil war is phenomenal.

Reynolds creates two very interesting characters: Alex, kind, loving, and mature beyond herReynolds creates two very interesting characters: Alex, kind, loving, and mature beyond her
years, and her uncle Joe, a mysterious, yet kind man, who materializes as if from thin air.years, and her uncle Joe, a mysterious, yet kind man, who materializes as if from thin air.
Together they embark on a journey of learning about the family business, Joe the teacher, AlexTogether they embark on a journey of learning about the family business, Joe the teacher, Alex
the ever yearning student. Their stories, told in both the past and present are very fascinating,the ever yearning student. Their stories, told in both the past and present are very fascinating,
and though the novel will leave the reader with many questions in regards to certain events, restand though the novel will leave the reader with many questions in regards to certain events, rest
assured that it's just the beginning of the series and more is to come.assured that it's just the beginning of the series and more is to come.

I enjoyed this novel a lot, though at times I did find the dialogue a little contrived in the edition II enjoyed this novel a lot, though at times I did find the dialogue a little contrived in the edition I
read. Most teenagers today speak using contractions, as do most adults, and the lack ofread. Most teenagers today speak using contractions, as do most adults, and the lack of
contractions in Alex's present day life brought me up short a few times as I read, though it fitscontractions in Alex's present day life brought me up short a few times as I read, though it fits
perfectly when the novel shifts into the past. In the newest edition being released, theseperfectly when the novel shifts into the past. In the newest edition being released, these
contraction have been added to make a more realistic dialogue, so readers, rest assured, you'recontraction have been added to make a more realistic dialogue, so readers, rest assured, you're
in for a great read. Three and a half stars.in for a great read. Three and a half stars.

 Review 4: Review 4:
This was a good easy summer read. I like time travel books, so I am looking forward to her nextThis was a good easy summer read. I like time travel books, so I am looking forward to her next
book. I hope she takes the time travel another step with more characters and events in history.book. I hope she takes the time travel another step with more characters and events in history.
Being from North Carolina, I wanted to share this with others, so I donated my copy to the library.Being from North Carolina, I wanted to share this with others, so I donated my copy to the library.

 Review 5: Review 5:
The story begins with a young high school graduate in the age old struggle to find her place inThe story begins with a young high school graduate in the age old struggle to find her place in
the world. Having recently lost her parents in a tragic accident, she feels truely lost. She isthe world. Having recently lost her parents in a tragic accident, she feels truely lost. She is
without family. Her next door neighbor assumes the role of adult presence and guide, while herwithout family. Her next door neighbor assumes the role of adult presence and guide, while her
friends become her extended family. Then from nowhere enters her uncle. He will introduce herfriends become her extended family. Then from nowhere enters her uncle. He will introduce her
to an amazing family business and change her and her life forever. The concept of the storey isto an amazing family business and change her and her life forever. The concept of the storey is
new and refreshing. It leaves you hoping there are "human angels" in this world trying to correctnew and refreshing. It leaves you hoping there are "human angels" in this world trying to correct
the past wrongs suffered by so many. I read this book in an evening and have yet to get thethe past wrongs suffered by so many. I read this book in an evening and have yet to get the
concept out of my mind! I recommend the book for young adults and anyone who enjoys a feelconcept out of my mind! I recommend the book for young adults and anyone who enjoys a feel
good read!good read!
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Additionally, on our site you can read manuals and other artistic. eBooks online, either downloadAdditionally, on our site you can read manuals and other artistic. eBooks online, either download
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